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The songs on Hand in Fire, the debut album by Niall Kelly, 
feel like familiar old friends. You’ll instantly be reminded of 
the seminal 70s albums of Van Morrison, Tim Buckley and 
Nick Drake.  
 
The feel is wistful, nostalgic, and tinged with melancholia, 
but Hand in Fire is no mere pastiche.  
 
The songs reflect the challenge of leaving Derry in 
Northern Ireland and the realities of life as a musician. 
These songs have had a long gestation period; Niall has 
been a staple of the acoustic and blues scene in London 
for ten years, and they are the work of a mature artist 
ready to announce his presence. Niall’s Celtic roots are 
most clearly heard on debut  single ‘Lady Dancer’ which 
gives way to the subtle piano and Hammond organ 
interplay of ‘County Down’ and ‘Little Room’ which features 
beautifully delicate violin embellishments.  
 
The album finishes with the psych-soul freak-out of the title 
track, on which Niall channels the spirit of Screamin’ Jay 
Hawkins, early McCartney and vintage Rock & Roll.  
 
Niall has always loved those timeless albums which bear 
repeated listening and has sought to make a record which 
emulates that; pure, soulful and genuine.  
 
With Hand in Fire he has succeeded.  
 
‘delightfully eclectic...Kelly is not a man to be pigeonholed 
and is damn good at whatever he turns his hand to’ – 
Maverick magazine   
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Tracklist 

01. Lady Dancer  

02. Working For Your Pardon 

03. Lamps 

04. Seen The Dream 

05. Road 

06. County Down  

07. Colliers Folk 

08. Little Room  

09. Tank 

10. Shed Head  

11. Hand In Fire  
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